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SUMMARY

The Manta Global Database provides the opportunity for scientists and research affiliates to
contribute to the worldwide picture of manta populations. The principal goal of the data collection is
to identify resident mantas and those that migrate. The database also contains information about
habitat preferences and creates a record of sighting frequency.

Field reports can be filed that permit observations to be recorded over many years. Members and
Manta Field Research Affiliates can file these reports. Authorized affiliates and scientists are allowed
special access to the Manta Global Database to view and file location, manta and sighting reports.

Affiliates are allowed to enter both individual and group sighting reports but it is the scientists that
are responsible for identifying unique mantas or mobulas and describing the habitat areas.

The identification process first involves determining if the ray observed, sketched or photographed is
a mobula or Manta birostris. Various distinguishing marks are recorded and the ventral spot patterns
are described.

The Manta Global Database consists of four types of information:
• Locations sighted also known as "sites"
• Uniquely identified mantas both named and unnamed
• Reports of repeated sightings of known individuals and
• Reports of sightings of groups of mantas including unidentifiable individuals.

Entry of these types of records is assisted through the use of on-line forms. Field recording forms are
also provided to assisting in data collection prior to Internet entry. The sightings are organized by
sighting locations based on defined “areas” and “regions” (within areas). Individually identified mantas
are listed under the area/region first observed.

The purpose of this Field Identification Guide is to assist researchers in assembling the best collection
of consistent data to describe the world population. By adopting global standards for the collection of
data, the records collected from different areas and by different researchers will be effective in the
global analysis.
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MANTA IDENTIFICATION

The first step in the reporting of manta/mobula sightings is to record the field observations. This can
be done visually but observations should be recorded on specially designed forms or paper as soon as
the encounter is over. The use of underwater writing tools is desirable.

NOTE: Field observations should be recorded on paper immediately after the encounter.

The observed manta or mobula ray can also be recorded using underwater cameras. Both still images
and video can be used. If using video, the footage should be reviewed for the best image frame that
can be used in the identification process. In both still and video images, a “straight-on” shot of the
ventral surface (bottom side) should be captured from wing tip to tip with wings fully extended.

FIGURE 1. MANTA WINGSPAN MEASUREMENT

There are ten different species of devil rays each with a pair of cephalic fins that look like devil horns.
These rays are typically called mantas, although Manta birostris is the only true manta. The giant
manta ray is frequently seen in near-shore waters.  The other nine species are often mistaken for a
manta, but are generally smaller when full-grown and are classified in the genus Mobula.
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Mobula species vary in maximum size, with wingspans of 1-5 meters (3-15 feet), while the Manta
birostris wingspan record is 6.7 meters (22 feet). Thus size is not a reliable indicator of species. The
principal distinguishing feature between mobula and manta is the placement of the mouth.

Mobula Inferior Mouth Manta Terminal Mouth
FIGURE 2. MANTA AND MOBULA RAYS MOUTH PARTS

Mantas have a wide mouth positioned directly in front, between their paired cephalic fins. Mobula
rays have a narrower mouth on the ventral surface (underside) set further back of their leading edge.

Manta rays have two distinctive sets of markings. One group (seen in Figure 3 left) has a dark dorsal
surface (back) with white shoulder bars and a V-shaped mark (chevron) in front of the dorsal fin (the
small fin on the back just in front of the tail). In this group, the ventral surface is predominantly white
with small dark splotches and a dark band along the trailing edge of the pectoral fins (wings).

FIGURE 3. TYPES OF MANTA RAYS

The other group (seen in Figure 3 right) is all black on the dorsal surface. These mantas also have a
black ventral surface and may have a large white central patch sometimes called a “blaze.”  Mobula
rays have not been observed with chevrons, so the presence of a chevron indicates that the ray is a
manta.
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Each manta has a set of unique patterns on their dorsal (backside) and ventral (belly) side. These
markings along with their gender and any distinctive marks such as scars are used for identification.
The length of their tails, although not a permanent feature, can be useful in identifying, especially if
they have lost a portion or all of it.

We use the ventral surface for unique identification purposes as it is the most distinctive surface and
the photos of the belly are easier to get. While the ventral surface may provide more consistent data,
the dorsal shots are very useful in determining geographical location of each animal. They should be
collected along with the ventral images especially if the belly photographs are not clear. There is also
some evidence that dorsal patterns may not be permanent and may change or fade over time.

As shown in Figure 4, mantas have many distinguishing features. These include:

1) Gender (male or female)

2) Size measured from wingtip to wingtip of a fully extended wing,

3) Length of tail and indications of broken or shortened tails

4) Pattern between gill slits

5) Pattern of saddle marks (gray marks below gill slits on ventral side)

6) Markings on gill slits

7) Coloration on ventral wings

8) Coloration around mouth

9) Unusual pattern of lower ventral spots

10) White collar (dorsal side)

11) Unusual dorsal markings including white wingtips

12) Bites, scars and scratches

13) Presence of remoras

14) Obvious pregnancy

15) Specific behavioral activity e.g. actively swimming through bubbles

The first four items are the most important to be recorded. Once they have been recorded, other items
can be used to help identify a particular manta.

Many mantas have a “v” shape in front of their tail on their dorsal surface (also know as a “chevron”
mark).  Some mantas are all black and extremely rare are all white mantas. The first step in the
identification is to determine that the ray is a manta and not a mobula. If there is a chevron shape on
the dorsal side near the tail, it is generally a manta. The position of the mouth is the principal indicator
of species. The second step is to record the gender and any distinguishing marks.
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FIGURE 4. MANTA IDENTIFICATION
(Courtesy of Anne-Marie Kitchen-Wheeler)
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 A more detailed record of the manta’s ventral surface can be done by first dividing the area into three
parts. The central area is described by a triangle drawn from where the first gill slit intercepts a point
on the wing to the base of the tail. The left and right wings can also be described separately. The
presence of a central blaze should also be noted. A very small percentage of chevron mantas will have
no patterns or spots within this area. The wings may have spots or areas of color along the trailing
edge of the wing.

FIGURE 5. MANTA IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
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We are in development of an automated process for ventral surface identification. This on-line
software coupled with the data from the sighting reports will allow us to quickly identify a previously
identified manta or define a new one.  Each manta is classified using the method as shown in Figure 5.
A different action is required to determine it’s identify:

1) Central spot pattern without spots requires a separate analysis generally relying only on
textural descriptions

2) The centroid area has a spot pattern that can be sent to the image processing software for
analysis.

3) The centroid area has a blaze can be sent to a special image analysis program for pattern
identification

4) Left wing can be analyzed separately

5) Right wing can be analyzed separately.

6) A black manta that is completely black on both sides is identified using only textural
description.

7) The ventral blaze pattern is first reversed (white to black) and then sent to the pattern
identification program.

8) An albino manta has been identified.

9) A mobula has been observed based on position of mouth (not shown).
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FILING FIELD REPORTS

Field reports on any subject and can be filed by any member. They can contain one or more pages and
may include HTML tags such as images or active links.

Figure 6 shows the types of data that can be entered. Each report must have a unique title that
describes the topic and area reported (e.g. Mating Mantas in the Maldives).

FIGURE 6. FIELD REPORTS

Topics can be selected from a predefined set. If you are unable to select an appropriate topic, please
contact the Administrator to have a new topic added.

Images can be uploaded for use in the report. Click on the “Choose File” button and select the image
file from your system to be uploaded. Images should be “.jpeg” or “.jpg” compressed, not more than
500 pixels in the longest dimension and be 72-125 dpi. Reports can also include an image (IMG) tag
for the image uploaded.

NOTE: Please restrict the size of the images to no more than 500 pixels wide or high with a
resolution of 72-125 dpi.
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These reports are intended for long discussions and are available for members to comment and add
their thoughts. Short reports that are area and region specific, can be filed in the Manta Global
Database under the appropriate location. This is done especially when there is only one image or a
single manta to upload.

If you would like to break the page you can insert “<!PAGEBREAK>” and the copy that follows will
appear at the top of the next page. Tags such as bold, “<B>” or italics, “<I>” can be used. To start a
new line, insert a break “<BR>” or to insert a horizontal line you can use “<HR size=1>.” To insert the
up-load image, insert “<IMG SRC=”filename”>” where the filename is the name you entered during
the image up-loading process.
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ON-LINE MANTA GLOBAL DATABASE

In order to be able to access the Global Database, you must first become a member. Once
membership has been accepted, the Administrator will upgrade your membership to a Field Research
Affiliate. This will allow you to view the database and upload four types of reports.

As shown in Figure 7, you can select from four types of reports and a listing of previously filed reports
(called a directory).

FIGURE 7. GLOBAL DATABASE MENU

By selecting “Directory,” you will be shown a listing of “Areas” where mantas have been reported (see
Figure 9 on next page). If you do not see your area represented within this directory, please contact
the Administrator.

Areas may be further divided into “Regions,” especially if they contain a significant number of
sightings (see Figure 8). Generally these regions will be a single island or group of islands within a
country. If you anticipate filing a large number of manta IDs and sighting reports for a small region,
please contact the Administrator to assign new subcategories (regions).

FIGURE 8. GLOBAL REGIONS
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FIGURE 9. MANTA AREAS IN THE WORLD
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SITE IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (SIDN)
A Site Identification Number (SIDN) is assigned to each unique site. Upon review of the location
report, the Administrator will assign this number. Please use this number whenever reporting an
individual or group sighting.

A list of manta sighting locations and there SIDNs are shown in Figure 10. A list of locations can also be
found on-line and is updated each time an area or region is added.
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Australia Marshall Islands
1 Dampier Archipelago 104 Kwajaiein Atoll
2 Exmouth Mexico
3 Heron Island 56 Bahia Conception
4 Lady Elliott Island 57 Baja California
5 Lady Musgrave Islands 58 Cerralvo Island
6 Lizard Island 59 Cozumel
7 Ningaloo Reef 60 El Bajo Seamount
8 North Stradbroke Island 61 La Paz
9 Shark Bay 62 Las Islas Revillagigedos

10 Snake Pit, Lizard Island 63 Marietas Islands, Puerto Vallarta
11 Swains 64 San Benedicto
12 Table Rock 148 Isla Holbox, Q. ROO

Belize Mozambique
13 Belize 65 Mozambique

Bermuda New Caledonia
14 Bermuda Islands 66 Boulari Pass in front of Noumea

Bonaire New Zealand
15 Bonaire 67 Northland

Brazil Oman
16 Rio de Janeiro 68 Oman
17 Southeast Philippines
18 St. Paul's Rocks 70 Basterra Reef

151 Laje de Santos State Marine Park 71 Philippines
Burma Phoenix Group

19 Black Rock 72 Canton Island
Caymans Polynesia

20 Little Cayman 37 Bora Bora
Christmas Island 38 Fakarava

128 Christmas Island 39 Manihi
Colombia 40 Marquesas

21 Columbia 41 Rangiroa
Cook Islands 42 Moorea

22 Aitutaki Atoll Portugal
Costa Rica 73 Cape Verde Islands

23 Cocos Island Rep. of Kiribati
Cuba 74 Isle of Taburan

24 Cuba Saudi Arabia
Djibouti 75 Farasan Islands

25 Djibouti 76 Jana Island, Arabian Gulf
Dominican Republic Solomon Islands

26 Dominican Republic 77  Uepi Island
Ecuador 127 Gizo Island

69 Galapagos South Africa
124 Machalilla National Park 78 South Africa

Egypt Spain
27 Brother Islands 79 Azores
28 Hurghada 80 Canary Islands
29 Jackfish Alley 81 Madeira
30 Red Safaga 82 Madeira to Cabo Garajao
31 Rocky Island, Brother Islands Sri Lanka
32 SataySouthern 83 Sri Lanka
33 Sharm-El-Sheikh, Middle Garden
34 Sinai
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Fiji Tanzania
35 Fiji 84 Pemba Island, Zanzibar
36 Vatulele Thailand

152 Kadavu 85 Hin Daeng
153 Nukibati 86 Hin Muang

FS Micronesia 87 Ko Phe Phe
43 Palau 88 Koh Tachai Pinnacle
44 Pohnpei 89 Koh Tao
45 Yap 90 Phuket

Grand Cayman 91 Racha Noi
46 Eagle Nest/West Wall 92 Richelieu Rock

Indonesia Trinidad Tobago
129 Komodo 93 Tobago

47  Manado Tonga
153  Manta Point, Bali 149 Tonga

48  Sangalaki, Kalimantan (Borneo) Turks & Caicos
49  Sulwesi 94 Turks & Caicos

154  Raja Ampat United Kingdom
Israel 95 Nassau

50 Eilat United States
Jamaica 96 Bimini

51 Jamacia, south side 97 Cape Hatteras
Japan 98 Delaware Bay

52 Okinawa 99 Garden Eel, Kona
Malaysia 100 Garden Eel Cove, Kona

53 Tioman Island 101 Guam
Maldives 102 Gulf of Mexico, Port St. Joe, Empire Mica

54 Felihdoo Atoll 103 Kona, Kona Surf, Hawaii
55 South Male Atoll 105 Lauderdale By The Sea

125 North Male Atoll 106 Lido Key
126 Ari Atoll 107 Louisiana
130 Baa Atoll 108 Marathon, Florida, 7 mile bridge
131 Rasdhoo Atoll 109 Maui, Hawaii
132 North Male, S: Sunlight thila 110 Mississippi
133 North Male, N: Aquarium and Kani 150 Molokini, Hawaii
134 North Male, P: Prisca. 111 New Jersey
135 North Male, F: Fairytale 112 New Symerna Beach
136 North Male, B: Boduhithi 113 Pamilico Sound
137 Ari, U: Ukulhas thila 114 Panama City Beach
138 Ari, D: Dhonkalo/Table thila 115 Pompano Beach
139 Ari, H: Himendhoo and Emas thilas 116 San Salvador
140 Ari, K: Kalhahandi Huraa 117 Savanah
141 Noon, C: Manadhoo 118 Texas
142 Lhaviyani, Lhaviyani, Y: Fushifaru 119 Treasure Cay, Abaco
143 Baa, X. Dhonfanu (Kuda) thila 120 West Palm Beach, Florida
144 Felidhoo, I: Dhiggiri Manta Point Venezuela
145 Nilandhe, W: Maavaru 121 Venezuela
146 Addoo, Q: Koattey Wallis Island
147 Addoo, Z: Shark Point 122 Nukuloa near Fake Channel

Yemen
123 Hanish Islands

FIGURE 10. MANTA SIGHTING AREAS
(Updated July 10, 2007)
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HOW TO ADD A LOCATION

Within in each area, generally a country, (e.g. Polynesia) are regions or sub-areas (e.g. Bora Bora).
Within these regions are dive sites where manta rays have been seen more than once. The "Add a New
Location" form is used to define areas were mantas have been frequently seen. This is selected from
the menu at the top of the main Global Database page.

FIGURE 11. ADD A NEW LOCATION

Enter a name for the location such as Manta Point Cleaning Station. Enter the GPS coordinates if
available. Select the Area/Region from the pull down menu. If your region within the area is not close
enough to a region, select the area. You can request a new Area/Region be added by including a note
in the location description field.

NOTE: If you do not select an Area/Region, your image will be uploaded into the wrong folder of
the directory.

Click on “Choose File” if you have a map you would like to upload. The image file should be a “.jpeg” or
“.jpg” file and should not exceed 500 pixels on the longest dimension. If you do not have an image to
upload, please select “no media” otherwise an image upload will be required.
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A short description of the location must also be entered. To create a long description of the location,
you can file an additional “Field Report.”

To complete the entry process, enter your name and email in the affiliate fields and click on “Submit to
Global Database.”  Your form will be sent to the Administrator for review.

Upon review, your location will be added to the database and will be available for viewing from the
directory. The process may take 48 hours or more to complete. If you need to correct or change the
filing, contact the Administrator via email at admin@mantas.org.

NOTES ON NAMING IMAGE FILES

Any local naming convention may be used but common or general names such as “manta 1.jpg” or
“manta 2.jpg” should be avoided. The uniqueness of your filename will be checked within the
Area/Region selected, thus the same numbering schemes such “F1.jpg” (female #1) could be
employed in different areas.  A better choice would be to include your location (e.g. borabora_F1.jpg).

The filename must not contain a slash (“/”) as it will confuse the file system. Try not to use blank spaces
or special characters such as quotes, “#”, “@”, “?”, “$”, “&” or “%” in filenames. Although our file
management system is very tolerant, special characters especially “non-printable” characters can have
unforeseen effects. If you use single digit numbers, please include a leading zero (i.e. F01.jpg) as this
helps the file system to display the filenames in order.

We would prefer to have the highest quality images available. However, due to bandwidth limitation
for uploading and downloading, we need to limit the size of the image files. The image file should be a
JPEG compressed file (“.jpeg” or “.jpg” ) and should not exceed 500 pixels on the longest dimension.
The dot-per-inch (dpi) should not exceed 125 dpi. We reserve the right to recompress images to make
them suitable for Web use.

Modern digital cameras can capture images up to 12 mega-pixels creating file sizes of more than 4
megabytes per image. Images of 300 dpi or more produce very high quality digital prints. If you would
like to submit high quality images that exceed Internet limits, please send them on a CD or DVD. In all
cases, we do everything possible to protect the copyrights of the creators regardless of image quality.
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HOW TO ADD A NEW MANTA

As individual manta rays are identified, they are assigned Manta Identification Numbers (MIDN). The
combination of SIDN (site numbers) and MIDN (individual ID) represents the location that a particular
manta ray was observed.

From the menu at the top of the Global Database page select “Add a Manta.” This form is to be used
whenever an individual manta ray is sighted and is not recognized. If the identity of the manta is
known, the sighting should be reported using the “Individual Manta Sighting Report’ and its MIDN
noted. Figure 12 shows the types of information to be entered into the  “Add a New Manta” form.

FIGURE 12. ADD A NEW MANTA

Enter a name for the manta. If one does not exist, either create one or enter “Unnamed #123.” You can
name the manta based on a descriptive feature such as “Unnamed without tail.”  Once submitted, the
Administrator may assign a better name.
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Areas are divided into unique "Regions" which may be a single location, a group of related locations
(dive sites) or even an entire country. Individual mantas are described within the Area/Region where
that manta was first sighted. Also enter the year and the SIDN that manta was first sighted.

Select the area and region where the manta was first sighted from the pull down menu. If the
available regions within the area are not close to your location, select the area. You can request a new
Area/Region to be added by including a note in the observation field.

NOTE: If you do not select an Area/Region, your image will be uploaded into the wrong folder of
the directory.

Click on “Choose File” if you have an image you would like to upload. The image file should be a
“.jpeg” or “.jpg” file and should not exceed 500 pixels on the longest dimension. If you do not have an
image to upload, please select “no media” otherwise an image upload will be required.

If you have a ventral (belly) image that clearly shows the unique patterns and other features, you can
upload it here. Additional images can be added using a sighting form once the manta has been added
to the database.

Select the type and gender of the manta from the pull down menus if known. Also estimate the size
based on your best guess of the length between wingtips in the wide-open position.

Other observations that describe this individual can be entered here or referenced in later sighting
reports. Enter your name and email address so you will be notified when the manta has been added to
the database.

Select “Submit to Global Database” to add your manta to the database.

Upon review by our team of scientists, mantas are assigned a unique number called the Manta
Identification Number (MIDN). Please use this number when reporting future sightings of this manta.
If the manta has not been named, the MIDN will be used as part of its name, for example: Unnamed
#001.

Unnamed mantas may be named by the affiliate that first records an observation. The selected name
will be checked for uniqueness and may be changed by the Administrator if necessary.

You can check the listing of known mantas in your Area/Region to see if that manta has already been
identified and has been assigned a unique identification number (MIDN).

It is desirable to submit both ventral and dorsal images for each manta. The ventral image is preferred
as it is believed that the dorsal marking are not permanent. Having both views may increase the
accuracy of identification.

Submit only one report for each unique manta (except when submitting both a dorsal and ventral
view). Name the second submission with the same name but add the image type. Our staff biologists
will review each submission for uniqueness.
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SIGHTING REPORTS
The Manta Global Database provides the opportunity for scientists and research affiliates to
contribute to the worldwide picture of manta populations. Members are allowed to enter both
individual and group sighting reports. Our team of biologists will review reports to determine the
unique identify of the manta or mobula rays.

There are two types of sighting reports. If the sighting is recording an encounter with a single known
individual, then the “Individual Sighting Report” should be used. If the encounter contains more than
one manta or mobula ray, the “Group Sighting Report” should be used. If a single manta is
encountered and cannot be recognized, please use the “Add Manta” form and name the manta
“Unnamed,” then file an Individual Report.

INDIVIDUAL SIGHTING REPORTS
The Individual Sighting Report is for reporting of a known manta. This form requires the entry of the
MIDN. Once entered, select the update button and some of the data on-file will be automatically
entered from the database. If you find that the information does not match the manta of interest, you
may have entered the wrong MIDN or there are errors in the original report. If the later is the case,
please contact the administrator to resolve and update the records.

NOTE: Current size data will not be shown, as it is likely to have changed.

As shown in Figure 13, there are several types of information.  The following entries are required:
Report title, SIDN, MIDN, Area/Region and date of sighting.

After selecting the Area/Region, you can upload one image using the "Choose File" button. If you do
not have an image to submit as part of this sighting report, you can bypass this entry by selecting "no
media."

Complete the rest of the form as best as you can. This is done by entering the data or selecting from
pull down menus, checking boxes or typing into fields provided. Additional data and comments can
be added to the Observation section. You can enter up to 255 characters. For longer reports use
"submit a field report" from the "field affiliates" menu.

See Appendix B for a complete listing of data fields and their allowed values. Manual data entry forms
are also available.
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FIGURE 13. INDIVIDUAL SIGHTING REPORT
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GROUP SIGHTING REPORTS

This report is used whenever a group of manta or mobula rays are encountered. If only one manta is
observed, please us the Individual Sighting Report. Also use this form if an individual manta cannot be
identified as unique due to poor viewing conditions or insufficient markings to make identification.

The Group Sighting Report is shown in Figure 14. The following entries are required: Report title, SIDN,
Area/Region and date of sighting.

After selecting the Area/Region, you can upload one image using the "Choose File" button. If you do
not have an image to submit as part of this sighting report, you can bypass this entry by selecting "no
media."

Complete the rest of the form as best as you can. This is done by entering the data or selecting from
pull down menus, checking boxes or typing into fields provided. Additional data and comments can
be added to the Observation section. You can enter up to 255 characters. For longer reports use
"submit a field report" from the "field affiliates" menu.

See Appendix B for a complete listing of data fields and their allowed values. Manual data entry forms
are also available.
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FIGURE 14. GROUP SIGHTING REPORT
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VIEWING GLOBAL DATABASE RECORDS

When you select an Area/Region from the directory to be viewed, you are presented with a list of
known sightings. As shown in Figure 15, each listing will have a title and a short description.

FIGURE 15. AREA/REGION SUMMARY VIEWS
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If you select the title or click on “Details”, a single page summary with the image if available will be
displayed as shown in Figure 16.

FIGURE 16. SUMMARY REPORTS
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A printer friendly version of the summary report (shown in Figure 17) is available by clicking on upper
right side of the page.

FIGURE 17. PRINTER FRIENDLY REPORTS
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APPENDIX A. WEB RESOURCES

The appendix contains a list of resources found on the Web.

The Manta Network Web site home page:

http://www.Save-the-Mantas.org

Contact the Administrator: admin@mantas.org

Contact the Executive Director, Robert Aston: Robert@mantas.org
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APPENDIX B. GLOBAL DATABASE FIELD VALUES

Data Field Values
Add

Location
Add

Manta
Individual
Sighting

Group
Report

Report title Identifies the report being made Req’d Req’d Req’d Req’d

SIDN Site Identification number assigned by
administrator

Req’d Req’d Req’d

MIDN Manta identification number assigned by the
administrator

Req’d

Location A specific place where the encounter has occurred. Req’d Req’d Req’d Req’d
Manta name The name for the manta such as  Millie or Unnamed

if not known.
Req’d X

Area The largest geographic collection of sightings Req’d Req’d Req’d Req’d
Region A subdivision of an Area generally a single or group

of small islands
X X X X

GPS Coordinate e.g. N36°59.06442, W122°0.2355 X X X X
Media type Images or video to be uploaded. Set to “no media”

if neither is available.
X X X X

Upload image Only required if media type is not set to “no media” Req’d Req’d Req’d Req’d
Date of sighting Month/Day/Year of sighting e.g. 01/01/2000 Req’d Req’d
Year first sighted Enter current year e.g. 2007 X
Type of manta Select: chevron, black, albino or mobula X X
Gender of manta Select: male, female, unknown X X
Size Estimated in feet or meters across fully extended

wing tips
Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

X X

Length of tail Select: short, long, broken, missing X X

Time of day Select: morning, mid-day, afternoon, evening or
night

X X

Total sighted The total number of mantas or mobula rays
observed

X

Largest manta
seen

Measured in feet or meters across fully extended
wing tips
Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

X

Smallest manta
seen

Measured in feet or meters across fully extended
wing tips
Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

X

Average manta
seen

Measured in feet or meters across fully extended
wing tips
Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
4-5 meters (12-15 feet)

X
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Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)
Chevron mantas Number of chevron mantas X
Black mantas Number of black mantas X
Females Number of females X
Males Number of males X
Tide conditions Select tide conditions: outgoing, incoming or slack X X
Current surge None, low, medium or high (> 1 kt) X X
Water
temperature

Temperature of the water in oF or oC X X

Visibility The visibility is generally determined by the
amount of plankton in the water.
Select the Keller Scale:
Excellent: >100 feet and no plankton anywhere
Good: 50-100 feet with little to no plankton
Moderate: 25-50 feet with accumulating plankton
Poor: 10-25 feet with heavy plankton
No visibility: less than 10 feet with very thick
plankton

X X

Predominate
behavior

Select the behaviors: interacts, avoids, open
cephalic, open mouth (feeding), surface feeding,
mating, resting, cleaning, other (specify below)

X X

Duration of
encounter

Enter the total minutes of the encounter X X

Seen with
remoras

Check box X X

Seen with cleaner
fish

Check box X X

Displaying Good
health

Check box X X

Having wounds
or scars

Check box X X

Observations Describe any other conditions including the
positions of bits, scars or scratches.

X X X X

Affiliate’s name Full name Req’d Req’d Req’d Req’d
Affiliate’s email Registered email Req’d Req’d Req’d Req’d
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APPENDIX C. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

This table provides a detailed definition for each field in the reports and its entry requirements. Other
important terms are also defined.

Affiliate A member of The Manta Network that has been authorized to contribute to the global
data on manta and mobula rays.

Area A geographic location that outlines a group of manta sightings

Cephalic fin The two horn-shaped fins on either side of the manta’s mouth

Chevron mantas A pair of saddle marks and a “v” shape marking in front of the tail on the dorsal side.

Cleaner fish Cleaner wrasse, juvenile saddle wrasses, and occasionally the gold-ring surgeonfish
have been observed cleaning mantas. The main cleaning species observed in Kona is
the Hawaiian cleaner wrasse.

Date of sighting The date that the field data was observed.

Dorsal surface The top or backside of the manta’s body

Duration of
encounter

The time spent in the water observing a single or group of mantas, measured in
minutes.

Filename A relatively short name for an image or video generally ending in a .jpg or .mpg. The
filename must not contain a slash (“/”) as it will confuse the file system. Try not to use
blank spaces or special characters such as quotes, “#”, “@”, “?”, “$”, “&” or “%” in
filenames. Although our file management system is very tolerant, special characters
especially “non-printable” characters can have unforeseen effects. If you use single digit
numbers, please include a leading zero (i.e. F01.jpg). See “Notes on Naming Image Files,”
page 21.

Gender The sex (male or female) generally recognized by the presence or absence of a pair of
sperm tubes on either side of the tail as seen from the ventral surface.

Gill slits Five pairs of openings on the ventral side to allow the flow of water for breathing.

Keller Index A measure of the clarity of the water generally based on the amount of plankton in the
water. Excellent: >100 feet and no plankton anywhere; Good: 50-100 feet with little to
no plankton; Moderate: 25-50 feet with accumulating plankton; Poor: 10-25 feet with
heavy plankton; No visibility: less than 10 feet with very thick plankton

Location The area and region of the sighting

Manta behavior Any action of the individual or group of mantas such as mating, feeding or cleaning.
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Manta name The name of an uniquely identified manta or "Unnamed #(MIDN). Entering "Unnamed"
without a MIDN will alert the Administrator to assign a number. The words "Dorsal" or
"Ventral" in the name can also be used.

Manta Identification
Number

A number assigned sequentially by the Global Database Administrator to identify a
unique manta or mobula.

MIDN See Manta Identification Number

Region A geographic location within an “Area,” maybe an island or group of islands.

Remoras A small fish with a sucking-disc on its head by which it attaches itself to sharks and rays.
They have a symbiotic relationship in which the remora cleans parasites from the
manta’s skin.

Report title Each report is given a title that describes the type of information being reported. The
title is used to searching the content of the site. This is a purely descriptive title and if
created carefully can be very useful in the search process.

Saddle marks A pair of white areas on the dorsal side of Chevron manta rays.

Scars Bite marks or other visible breaks in the skin.

Site Identification
Number

A number assigned sequentially by the Global Database Administrator to identify a
location within an area or region where manta or mobula rays have been sighted.

SIDN See Site Identification Number

Terminal mouth A mouth that is position at the leading edge of the ray between the cephalic fins.

Tide conditions The flow of water in a location controlled by the phase of the moon such as incoming
(rising) or outgoing (ebbing). Slack tides are the period of times between an incoming or
outgoing tide.

Time of day The hour and minute of the sighting

Type of manta An artificial subcategory of Manta birostris based on patterns and coloration.

Ventral surface The bottom or underside (belly) of the ray

Visibility The clarity of the water generally based on the amount of plankton in the water. See
Keller Index
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APPENDIX D. REFERENCES & CREDITS

Figure 1, Ventral Image of Ziggy, page 8, Moeava de Rosemount

Figure 3, page 8

Manta Identification, pages 7-8, contributions and review by Dr. Heidi Dewar, Dr. Robert Rubin, Dr.
Ellen Freund, Tim Clark and Karey Kumli

Figure 4 and 15 point ID criteria, pages 11-12, Courtesy of Anne-Marie Kitchen-Wheeler, May 2005

Figure 5, page 13, Courtesy of Robert Aston
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Report Individual Sighting
(Required in bold)

Report title: Date of sighting:

SIDN :
GPS:
MIDN:

Time of day:
 Morning           Mid-day
 Afternoon        Evening
 Night

Area/Region: Duration of encounter (minutes):

Location: Year first sighted:

Type of manta:
 Chevron
 Black
 Albino
 Mobula

Estimated size:
 Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
 2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
 4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
 Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

Gender:
 Female
 Male
 Unknown

Water temperature (F or C):

Tide conditions:
 Outgoing
 Incoming
 Slack high
 Slack low

Surge conditions:
 No surge
 Low surge < 1 knot
 High surge > 1 knot

Physical Conditions:
 In good health
 Seen with remoras
 Broken or no tail
 Wounds or scars

Other:

Visibility & amount of plankton in the water:
 Excellent: >100 feet and no plankton anywhere
 Good: 50-100 feet w/ little to no plankton
 Moderate: 25-50 feet w/ accumulating plankton
 Poor: 10-25 feet w/ heavy plankton
 No visibility: < 10 feet w/ very thick plankton

Behavior:
 Interacts with divers
 Avoids divers
 Unfolded cephalic fins
 Open mouth feeding
 Feeding at surface
 Being cleaned
 Mating

Other:

Observations:

Affiliate's name: Affiliate's e-mail:
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Report Group Sighting
(Required in bold)

Report title: Date of sighting:

SIDN :

GPS:

Time of day:
 Morning           Mid-day
 Afternoon        Evening
 Night

Area/Region: Duration of encounter (minutes):

Location: Water temperature (F or C):

Total sighted:
Chevrons:
Black mantas:
Total females:
Total males:

Largest manta:
 Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
 2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
 4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
 Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

Tide conditions:
 Outgoing
 Incoming
 Slack high
 Slack low

Smallest manta:
 Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
 2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
 4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
 Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

Surge conditions:
 No surge
 Low surge < 1 knot
 High surge > 1 knot

Average manta:
 Less than 2 meters (6 feet)
 2-4 meters (6-12 feet)
 4-5 meters (12-15 feet)
 Larger than 5 meters (15 feet)

Physical Conditions:
 In good health
 Seen with remoras
 Broken or no tail
 Wounds or scars

Other:

Visibility & amount of plankton in the water:
 Excellent: >100 feet and no plankton anywhere
 Good: 50-100 feet w/ little to no plankton
 Moderate: 25-50 feet w/ accumulating plankton
 Poor: 10-25 feet w/ heavy plankton
 No visibility: < 10 feet w/ very thick plankton

Behavior:
 Interacts with divers
 Avoids divers
 Unfolded cephalic fins
 Open mouth feeding
 Feeding at surface
 Being cleaned
 Mating

Other:

Observations:

Affiliate's name: Affiliate's e-mail:


